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ABSTRACT
The article explores the relationship between humans and other
animals, technology, and engineering practices in a project testing
Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS) in the arctic. Generally, roads are
engineered to promote efficiency and predictability for transport.
However, in the arctic northern region of Norway, animals some-
times challenge these virtues. Using Goffman’s notion of frames and
Callon’s concept of overflow as theoretical starting points, the arti-
cle explores how transport engineers develop intelligent transport
infrastructure and envisionways of including animals and other non-
humans in the engineers’ framing of the road. The engineers first and
foremost implement new technological artefacts, which allow them
to survey the road in a manner which makes nature’s overflows onto
the road more manageable. However, these artefacts do not merely
contain nature in the engineers’ frame—the engineers also envision
humans, in this case,motorists, to change their practices. As such, the
engineers’ attempts to contain animals in a particular frame entail
using technology to assemble a new relationship between nature
and culture. Taking nature into account when planning and devel-
oping infrastructure means reassembling a particular nature-culture
relationship. Thus, the article points out that in order to engineer
nature, it is also necessary to engineer culture.
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1. Introduction

Modern transport systems are increasingly made up of a combination of physical and digi-
tal infrastructures, in configurations often referred to as Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS).
Proponents of ITS argue that combined physical-digital infrastructures might help reorga-
nize the transport sector in a manner which makes roads safer, more efficient, and more
predictable. The emergence of sociotechnical systems such as ITS represents an opportu-
nity tounderstandhowengineers attempt to construct future societies, includingparticular
conceptions of how humans and non-humans might coexist.1 The role of technology in
shaping society and vice versa has long been a central concern within Science and Tech-
nology Studies (STS).2 However, despite the observation that humans have not separated
nature from culture, relatively little attention has been paid to the role of non-humans in
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the construction of sociotechnical futures.3 This is noteworthy, considering the fact that
the development of the built environment and associated infrastructures cuts through
and alters animal habitats, threatens biodiversity, and decimates invaluable landscapes.4

As such, there is a need to consider how technologies and technologists—such as engi-
neers—deal with nature and its critters.5

In this article we look at how transportation engineers’ practices take animals and
other non-humans into account when developing and testing an ITS. Do engineers con-
sider how animals will or might interact with roads, now and in the future, or are these
interactions simply left to chance? This question is crucial to consider: while roads (and,
in the case of ITS, associated technologies) are engineered to facilitate human activities,
humans are not the only beings who traverse the road. Roads are also part of envi-
ronments where animals cross, graze, find shelter, and are transported. Hence, in order
to create sustainable environments, it is crucial to take animal-human interdependence
seriously.6 Cross-disciplinary thinking between STS, environmental history, and animal
studies can provide fertile ground for epistemological inquiries into the role experts have
in constructing boundaries between the environment and human-built infrastructures.7

While road infrastructure relies heavily on the knowledge, skills, and expertise of engi-
neers, transport planning practices have often ignored or overlooked animals, or rele-
gated them to some less important domain.8 However, the current development and
implementation of ITS (including sensors, communication systems, and new materials) is
giving rise to new epistemic practices in which there might also be carved a place for
animals.

Transportation systems can be conceptualized in a multitude of ways.9 Through the
emergence of telecommunications in the 1990s, a newunderstanding of transport systems
arose, allowing for viewing transport systems ‘as the combination of physical and infor-
mational inputs that allow a transport activity to take place.’10 ITS may be considered an
extension of this development. By pairing remote sensing with information and communi-
cations technologies, new opportunities for surveying and controlling traffic flows arose.11

As the cost and size of computer hardware and sensors continue to decrease, engineers can
developnew tools for chartingmovementwithin cities or alonghighways. By extension, the
amount of data collected provides both newopportunities formodeling transport and new
tools for surveying and controlling movement.

The development and implementation of ITS is also postulated to be a prerequisite for
the realizing of autonomous vehicles (AVs). While recent narratives on AVs have tended
to focus on vehicles rather than infrastructures, there is reason to believe that it will be
necessary to develop both physical and digital road infrastructures to accommodate such
vehicles.12 AVs are posited to havewide-ranging implications for society, including aspects
such as safety, environment, urban development, and transport planning.13 As such, ITS are
tied to a development which at least is posited to initiate comprehensive sociotechnical
transformations.14

Development and implementation of new technologies is often associated with both
unintended and unwanted consequences, and therefore warrants critical scrutiny.15 In
this article, we study one such project, where the Norwegian Public Roads Administration
(NPRA) installed ITS technologies on a road located in the arctic reaches of Northern Nor-
way. Aswewill show, amultitude of human andnon-human actors shape and are impacted
by the development of such new transportation systems. However, engineering is often
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conceived of as a purely technical practice, which ignores or downplays the social aspects
of the profession.16 Even less attention has been given to the more-than-social aspects of
engineering, such as the place of (other-than-human) animals. This is our concern in this
article. Engineers play an important role in defining what a road should be, how it is sup-
posed to be used, and by whom. In doing so, engineers employ a set of methods which
embody aparticular approach to knowledgeproduction. This outlook impacts the extent to
which animals are considered when practicing engineering—for example, when develop-
ing road infrastructure. Hence, a closer look at themethods and epistemology of engineers
is warranted.

1.1. Engineering knowledge

The engineering profession is curiously hard to define. This is evident not least when
attempting to articulate the profession’s epistemological basis.17 Whereas engineering
often involves the application of scientific knowledge, as reflected by the oft-used label-
ing of engineering as ‘applied science,’ engineers are generally not scientists.18 Still, much
of modern science relies upon the operation and interpretation of technological appara-
tuses, which often results in technical and scientific competences being collapsed into a
more general techno-scientific epistemology.19 This comes with an associated bracketing
of the epistemological particularities of the engineering profession, as well as engineering
knowledge as a distinct kind of knowledge.20 Whereas the above implies a close relation-
ship between science and engineering, there are some aspects where the two approaches
visibly diverge.

Kant and Kerr argue that engineering should be considered separate from the sciences
as engineering methods ‘are not the product of disinterested inquiry.’21 Unlike scientists,
who ostensibly embark on a quest for answers regarding the nature of reality itself, engi-
neers are expected toproduce satisfactory solutions, often from incomplete knowledge and
in the face of limited resources.22 Whereas the perceived universality of science stems from
its frequent disengagement from the context of its production, engineering happens in an
explicitly sociotechnical context.23 Engineering work is both conducted within sociotech-
nical systems and geared towards the construction or modification of such systems. As
such, engineers are faced with demands regarding funding from employers—such as gov-
ernments, the military and large companies—and expectations from society at large.24

Because of these constraints, engineers strive to make the best from available resources
and knowledge in a given timespan—with the quality of the chosen solution depending
on these factors. Accordingly, ‘engineering methods do not attempt to produce accu-
rate . . . models of the phenomena they study.’25 Rather, engineers only describe reality to
the extent that is necessary for solving the problem at hand.26

Transport systems engineering processes are situated in complex networks of knowl-
edge, involving multiple disciplines, like geography and economics.27 With engineering
knowledge being built on shifting sands, engineers are concerned with ‘knowing when or
why to search for new knowledge or update existing knowledge.’28 This, we argue, also
means that engineers are concerned with what aspects of the world may be reliably iden-
tified at any given time. As existing technologies are improved or new technologies are
introduced, new aspects of the world can—or may need to be—surveyed. Consequently,
engineers are both given and produce new tools for knowing. If we consider engineering
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tools to be tools that both describe and shape society, the emergence of new tools might
have social impacts, as they facilitate new ways of organizing the world through engineer-
ingmethods. Thismay have ramifications beyond the social: as human activities intrude on
animal habitats, engineering tools are sometimes used to manage the reciprocal intrusion
of nature into the realm of the sociotechnical.29 This warrants an exploration of the rela-
tionship between the social and the natural, and the role of technology in constituting this
relationship.30

1.2. Technology, nature and culture

Although transport engineering thematizes nature and wildlife, it is often as an
afterthought.31 The way in which animals are considered when developing technology-
based infrastructure is seldom spelled out or problematized. Generally, animals are seen
as something that can be dealt with, as external to the road localization. In this article, we
question this perspective and seek to explore how animals are taken into account when
developing ITS.

Examples of animals being affected by human activities are numerous, as reflected by
numbers indicatingworld-widebiodiversity loss.32 Anoften-citedexampleof technological
activities affecting animals is the industrial melanismobserved in industrial England.Moths
with darkwings blended better against smog-blackened trees andwere thus eaten less fre-
quently than their paler siblings. Over time, this shifted themoth population toward darker
colors, meaning that coal-fired industry affected natural selection.33 Norwegian reindeer
provide a grimmer example of animals being affected by technology. Through their lichen
diet, Norwegian reindeer are still exposed to radiation stemming from the 1986 Chernobyl
nuclear accident. Consequently, the radioactivity levels in reindeer meat may still exceed
the levels permitted within the European Union.34

However, animals are not only inadvertently affected by human technological activ-
ity. They are also regularly and actively made part of human affairs. For example,
fish have generally been placed at the nature side of the nature-culture divide, per-
haps due to the ‘difficulties of building affective relations with fish.’35 However, with
the advent of gene-editing in the 1980s, the introduction of salmon infused with
a human growth gene launched a heated debate in Norway, with the acceptability
of particular nature-culture relations being discussed and (re)defined at the national
level.36

The salmon population of the Deatnu River in Northern Norway provides another exam-
ple of how nature-culture relations might differ within the nation state. The dwindling
salmonpopulationof theDeatnuhas beenmade anobject of national regulation and recip-
ient of governmental care. Overfishing has been diagnosed as the cause of the population’s
decline; as a result, strict regulations have been put in place to conserve the population. 37

However, the Sámi people living by the Deatnu have contested the state’s actions, as the
regulations ‘prevent them from fishing in the same ways that they have for generations.’38

To the Sámi, care for the salmon is closely connected to care for the continuation of Sámi
culture near the Deatnu. Such an expression of care emerges from a less pronounced
nature-culture divide than that of the state: rather than being part of nature, the Sámi con-
sider the salmon part of their culture. The state’s expression of care, on the other hand,
sees (a monolithic conception of) human culture disturbing the fragile balance of nature,
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necessitating state intervention. This showshowdifferentgroups construct the relationship
between nature and culture in their own distinct manner.

The above examples show how human actions do not merely affect animals or take
them into account, but also shape and reshape both nature and culture in a manner which
makes the stark nature-culture divide of modernism hard to uphold.39 While human activ-
ities affect and are inextricably linked to non-human actors, these actors are to a varying
degree considered and/or incorporated into new and emerging sociotechnical systems. In
this article,we aim tounderstandhowengineers takenon-humanactors into accountwhen
planning or developing transport infrastructures and bywhichmeans animals are included
in their framing of the road.

2. Framing and overflowing

If the primary task of engineers is to establish satisfactory solutions, it stands to reason they
need to actively demarcate the situation at hand: what is the problem, what is the desirable
outcome, and what aspects are necessary to take into account in order to produce a satis-
factory solution?With this as a starting point, we find the concepts of framing and overflow
to be helpful in elucidating our case study.40

The concept of framing originates with Erwing Goffman and refers to the (usually
implicit) rules of interaction in particular situations.41 Goffman distinguished between two
primary frameworks: natural and social.42 When assessing a situation, a person first tries to
ascertain whether the situation is the result of guided or unguided doings. Consider a truck
grinding to a stop on an icy slope. The truck would be subject to the unguided doings of
nature: weather, temperature, and downpour have conspired to bring the truck to a halt.
However, to the subsequent motorists for whom the truck is blocking the road, the frame
changes: the situation is now subject to social standards and human judgement. Thewhole
situation might even depend on whether weather conditions or the truck driver are con-
sidered to be at fault.43 In its most general sense, the concept of frames refers to the social
frameworkwe interpret a situation in light of, regardless ofwhether the situation originates
with guided or unguided doings.

Whereas Goffman distinguished between natural and social frames, his writings dealt
almost exclusively with social frames.44 These are characterized by an (again, usually
implicit) agreement or mutual understanding of the proper ways of interacting. Upon
approaching a situation, people mobilize their cognitive resources and past experiences
in order to interact without having to think twice about the situation. However, cogni-
tive resources and past experiences are only part of what allows for frictionless interaction:
frames are also profoundly shaped by thematerial and organizational devices surrounding
a situation. Upon entering an art museum, for example, one will act and interact differ-
ently than when entering a shopping mall. However, as most of our daily interaction takes
placewithin surroundingswhere known elements are assembled into familiar patterns, the
familiarity allows us to bracket our links to the surroundings and act unencumbered.45

While a frame structures interaction, the frame is not total. Frames depend on themate-
rial and organizational surroundings as well as a mutual understanding of the situation at
hand. Frames can also bemisinterpreted, intruded upon by external actors, or even actively
challenged. Even thougha frameallows for the surroundingworld tobebracketed, the links
to the surroundings are not severed. Thus, there is ample room for (guided or unguided)
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doings to intrude on the frame. Michel Callon termed such instances ‘overflows.’46 In many
instances, overflows can be adapted to without substantially altering the frame in ques-
tion. However, the existence of overflows raises questions regarding the completeness of
frames andwhether overflows are the exceptionor thenorm. If overflows are the exception,
this implies that framing is an outcome that is easily achieved. If overflows are the norm,
this suggests that framing takes a considerable effort. Callon suggested that the latter is
the case: establishing andmaintaining framings requires substantial and often continuous
effort. Upon inventing new (material or organizational) devices for establishingmore com-
plete framings, ‘each of these elements, at the very same time as it is helping to structure
and frame the interaction of which it more or less forms the substance, is simultaneously
a conduit for overflows.’47 Attempts at containing overflow only serve to introduce further
linkages to the world outside the framing.

Transport infrastructures such as the road may be seen as a frame encompassing both
formalized and informal elements. Road conduct is governed by the traffic code and its
associated infrastructures (for example, signs, road markings, traffic lights).48 Further, the
road is associated with certain norms and assumptions, such as being predictable, safe,
and efficient—all aspects dealing with guided doings. However, the road which is the sub-
ject of this article is a site where multiple overflows originate in the (ostensibly) unguided
doings of animals and weather.49 One could argue that the road is a site where the natural
and the social meet, but this would suggest that the natural-social distinction can easily be
made.50 This is not the case. As pointed out previously, the nature-culture distinction differs
between groups.51 As such, the exact character of this distinction will depend on the iden-
tities of the involved actors.52 This also applies to professional identity, which profoundly
shapes the framing of a situation.53 Hence, rather than positing any pre-existing distinc-
tion or relationship between the social and natural elements, our analysis focuses on how
engineers reassemble a particular nature-culture divide in relation to the road.

3. Method

This article explores the Borealis project, an ITS project initiated by the Norwegian Pub-
lic Roads Administration. The origin of Borealis can be traced to 2016, when the Finnish
Transport Agency (FTA) initiated the Aurora project. In Aurora, the FTA equipped a 10
km stretch of the E8 road with digital infrastructures. The NPRA was inspired to conduct
a complementary project on the Norwegian side of the Norwegian-Finnish border and
struck up a partnership with the FTA. The Norwegian project was initiated in 2017 and
was named Borealis. Together, the two projects spell aurora borealis, Latin for the north-
ern lights. For Borealis, a 40 kilometer long stretch of public road was designated as the
test area. The stretch reached from Skibotndalen in Troms and Finnmark County to the
Norwegian-Finnish border (see Figure 1). After enlisting a group of nine partner companies
and institutions, a 10-kilometer section of the E8was equippedwith electricity and commu-
nications infrastructure and a variety of technologies, with testing of these commencing in
March 2019.54

The E8 was chosen as test site both due to the combination of demanding weather con-
ditions and its socioeconomic importance. In terms of climate, most of Northern Norway is
located in the arctic region, characterized by long, snowy winters that are mild in coastal
areas but cold inland. The E8 starts in Tromsø, where the coastal climate is relatively mild,
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Figure 1. Location of the Borealis project. a: The location of the Borealis site in Northern Europe. b: The
location of the Borealis project in relation to the regional capital Tromsø. (© Kartverket under a CC BY 4.0
license, modified by the authors.).

runs along fjords, before turning inland towards the Finnish border. Hence, the E8 is char-
acterized by a relatively broad range of climatic conditions, especially in the winter. The
socioeconomic importance of the E8 is also related to its coastal proximity, in particular fish,
which is Norway’s third largest export good (approx. EUR 9,500million/year) after crude oil
(approx. EUR 25,700million/year) and natural gas (approx. EUR 26,200million/year). The E8
acts as a transport corridor for freight trucks carrying fish from the coast ofNorthernNorway
to airports in Finland, where the fish is flown to European and Asian markets.55 The grow-
ing market for Norwegian fish has led to a significant increase in heavy transport along the
E8 (according to the NPRA’s websites, a 70% increase since 2010), with freight trucks now
making up 26% of the road’s total traffic. In order for the fish to reach European and Asian
markets, trucks first need to safely carry the highly valuable but often time-sensitive cargo
along a road where temperature and weather conditions change rapidly, from relatively
temperate coastal climates to freezing inland temperatures.

Whereas the E8 is increasingly trafficked by fish-carrying freight trucks, these are not the
only denizens of the road. The road is also populated by private motorists, public trans-
port, tourist buses, and local fauna, as well as herds of semi-domesticated reindeer. These
four-hoofed mammals are bred by the indigenous Sámi people within Sápmi, the cultural
region of Fennoscandia traditionally inhabited by the Sámi. As with the aforementioned
Deatnu salmon, reindeer are a central part of Sámi culture, as well as an important means
of economic sustenance for the Sámi population.56 Given that the reindeer herds graze
over a considerable area, domesticated reindeer frequently interact with transportation
infrastructure. Figure 2 shows reindeer suddenly emerging on the E8 aswe approached the
Borealis test site for our fieldwork. Thus, the E8 is a site where vehicles meet both animals
and weather, elements that make the road prone to overflows.

Our analysis is based on observations and qualitative interviews with stakeholders and
participants in the Borealis project, mostly conducted on site. We conducted 11 interviews
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Figure 2. Reindeer emerging on the road. (© The authors under a CC BY 4.0 license.).

with key stakeholders involved in the Borealis project, including representatives of the
Norwegian Public Roads Administration (including civil engineers and project managers),
technology developers whose products were being trialed, regional politicians, and indus-
try actors from transportation and goods procurement. The interviewees were selected as
they held key roles in the shaping of the new ITS systems and the road. The interviews
were recorded, anonymized, and transcribed verbatim.We also draw on policy documents,
white papers and gray literature. Our collective data material was inspired by a Grounded
Theory approach, allowing the empirical basis to shape the direction of the research.57 The
combination of open-ended interviews and an analytical approachwhere the central actors
were not defined beforehand allowed us to identify a variety of actors as implicated in the
Borealis project—including reindeer and fish. These unexpected actors emerged during
our coding process, piquing our interest: as these actors seldom show up in scholarly dis-
cussions regarding ITS, they seemed to offer an interesting entry point for studying the
relationship between animals, technology, and engineering practices.

4. Analysis: nature, technologies and ways of knowing

The engineers working in the Borealis project argued that in order to solve problems, one
needs to understand both the available technology and the local culture. Hence, when
preparing the Borealis project, the NPRA sought out the views of local actors such as pub-
lic transport companies, the customs office, road maintenance companies, and the fishing
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industry, as to identify particular challenges facing the E8 road and possible ways of solving
them. In terms of perspectives, however, this list had some notable gaps: reindeer herders
and Storfjord Municipality, the municipality hosting the Borealis project, were merely kept
informed, rather than being consulted. The list, then, suggests a particular focus: the NPRA
appears to primarily have sought out the perspectives of those whose business and/or
logistics rely upon an efficient and predictable road, rather than actors whose connection
to the road was less obvious—including other-than-human animals, such as reindeer and
fish.58

The NPRA’s elicitation of local perspectives, however partial, was grounded in a belief
that the problems of the road might be solved by other means than technology. Whereas
the funding and development of Borealis relied upon the construction of technology-
informed visions, the NPRA did not believe technology to be the sole solution to the
problems they had identified: cultural change might be another option.59 As one engi-
neer put it, by way of analogy: ‘you cannot ask the French to stop drinking alcohol and
driving afterwards—but it would be more cost-efficient for society if people quit driv-
ing when drunk than to invent cars that allow people to drink and drive.’ The engineer’s
statement suggests adistinctionbetweencultural and technological change, inwhich tech-
nology is seemingly a neutral (though expensive) means of solving problems, whereas
changes in culture might be more efficient but harder to achieve. The distinction between
technological and cultural change lacks precision, though, as the implementation of new
technology often requires an associated change in culture and, in our particular case, even
the reconfiguration (or reengineering) of the nature-culture relationship.

4.1. Fish and timing

One example of overflow stems from the Norwegian fishing industry. The E8 road where
the Borealis project was located is a route used for the transportation of fish from the coast
of NorthernNorway to Finnish airports, where the cargo is flown to Euro-Asianmarkets. This
cargo is time-sensitive, especially when the fish has not been frozen. However, a common
problem in the winter is freight trucks grinding to a halt on slippery uphill slopes, block-
ing traffic. One of the NPRA’s partners attempted to mitigate this problem by equipping
the road with repurposed parking sensors capable of identifying themagnetic signature of
trucks coming to a stop:

It’s a challenge that large trucks filled with fish have problems in slippery slopes, stopping
everything behind them. The alternative route is extremely long in comparison, so that’s it for
the cargo, the value is lost. Now, we are testing the detection of trucks driving up this problem
hill, which send out warnings if [a truck] slows down or stops. We then send warnings to the
road central, and alternatively also to the smart signs. (Interview, technology developer)

Upon identifying a truck experiencing difficulties, the sensors would alert the traf-
fic authorities through a dedicated communications infrastructure. This would allow the
authorities to rapidly deal with the situation and re-open the road. Paired with an alert sent
to the smart signs in the region, the sensors would also be able to communicate to truck
drivers, allowing them to choose a different route long before reaching the blocked road.
The sensors, if working properly, would helpmake the roadmore predictable and decrease
the chances of a spoilt cargo. The importance of efficiency and predictability along the E8
was also stressed by an NPRA engineer:
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You’ve got 18 h to get to Helsinki, with maximum two hours to spare. If loading is slow at
Skjervøy, you lose one hour, you use 45 min for installing and removing snow chains, which
leaves you 15 min to spare. If someone gets stuck in a slope, then, your cargo is spoiled, you’ll
miss the flight to Asia from Helsinki, and lose the ‘rigor mortis’ in the sushi. Alternatively, you
could freeze the cargo and lose 75% of the value. (Interview, engineer)

Due to its specific biological composition, fish is a highly perishable good. The combination
of perishability and the E8′s unpredictability means that the fishing industry is faced with
a choice: either transport fresh fish and risk losing the cargo in case of unforeseen events
or freeze the fish and lower its retail value in order to avoid this risk.60 However, by equip-
ping the road with ITS technologies, the Borealis partners sought to improve predictability
and ease time-management, thus possibly reducing the need to deal with a specific animal
characteristic of fish, namely its perishability. By establishing an overview of when, where,
and what goods and people are on the road, overflows would become more immediately
identifiable and thus also quickly manageable. Curiously, reducing the need to freeze the
fishwould possibly also alleviate an already existing overflow in the engineers’ frame of the
road, which we turn to next.

4.2. Reindeer on the road

The semi-domesticated reindeer of the Sámi can often be seen walking leisurely on the
roads of Northern Norway, where they run the risk of being hit by motorists. This prob-
lem has been exacerbated by the fishing industry: during transport, frozen fish sees a slight
temperature increase, which causes ice to melt and spill saline fish water onto the road. As
reindeer seek nutrition in thewinter, the salt bringsmore reindeer to the road. In neighbor-
ing Finland, motorists deal with reindeer through the mobile application (app) Porokello
(Finnish for ‘reindeer bell’). The app allows drivers to report real-time reindeer observations
via their smartphones. When other app users approach the same area, they are alerted by a
sound notification. However, Norway is more restrictive than Finland regarding the use of
mobile phones in cars, precluding the implementation of such an app. The implementation
of an ITS, however, could help manage the reindeer.

One NPRA engineer suggested that by equipping reindeer with GPS trackers, one could
reduce the number of such reindeer being killed by drivers.61 Using data from GPS track-
ers, it would be possible to communicate the presence of reindeer on the road to cars in
the area through dedicated communications infrastructure—so-called infrastructure-to-
vehicle (I2V) communications. For example, the vehicle could play back a pre-recorded
voice message warning the driver that there are reindeer ahead. However, the engineer
expressed some concerns regarding the prospect of drivers taking the necessary care after
being alerted:

You can begin to alert vehicles. Not necessarily the driver . . . In a car, the weakest link sits
between the steering wheel and the seat . . . But if we can communicate with the car and
have it act differently, if the navigational system communicates that there are reindeer ahead,
rather than merely alerting the driver with a reindeer icon. Or if the driver is routed around
[the reindeer], without even knowing that there was trouble on that road. They are merely
recommended an alternative route or to lower their speed. (Interview, engineer)

Rather than merely ‘alerting the driver with a reindeer icon,’ the engineer suggested that
upon receiving a reindeer alert, the car’s functionality could change. One of the engineer’s
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suggestions was to have the car’s navigational system redirect the current route as to avoid
the reindeer altogether. Another suggestionwas to have the car’s systemchange the inflec-
tion point of the gas pedal. Such a change would cause the car to decelerate, forcing the
driver to apply more pressure to the pedal to maintain the (too high) speed. Through this
functionality, the driver would have to make a conscious decision to continue to drive at a
high speed after being alerted to the presence of reindeer. These suggestions demand the
driver to exert different degrees of agency and show how the inclusion of reindeer in the
frame of the road demands a certain control over the agency of motorists. In this case, the
engineer envisioned changes in the relationship between the driver and the car.

The Borealis project also tested pole-mounted LiDARs pointed toward the road. This
technology uses laser pulses to measure distance and was implemented to assess whether
it could be used to identify trucks coming to a stand-still in steep uphill slopes. One NPRA
engineer, however, envisioned a possible alternative use. He suggested that pole-mounted
LiDARs might also be used for identifying quadrupeds on the road and subsequently com-
municating their presence to cars in the vicinity. However, he argued, moose do not ‘walk
like a catwalk model in front of you’: they move unpredictably, which makes it compli-
cated to produce a useable LiDAR signature. However, the engineer suggested, a potential
solution would be to place a LiDAR device at a farm and use horses to produce a LiDAR
signature for large quadrupeds. Rather than correctly identifying the species of quadruped,
this signature would allow the LiDAR to identify the presence of any large quadruped on
the road. This reflects the practical approach characterizing engineering methods: rather
than correctly identifying the quadruped, the aim was to reduce its chances of becoming
roadkill.

4.3. Newways of knowing, new overflows

In our last example, we no longer deal explicitly with animals. However, the example still
warrants inclusion because it succinctly illustrates the problem of constructing a compre-
hensive sociotechnical system to contain overflows, regardless of whether they originate
from nature or culture. Also, the example still relates to the nature-culture divide, with the
northern lights representing nature. The previous examples we have discussed show how
the engineers dealt with known problems. However, their attempts at dealing with the
known problems also revealed new, hitherto unknown problems. One such problem orig-
inated with the northern lights. Since the late 2000s, Northern Norway has seen a steady
increase of so-called northern light tourists, lured by the prospect of seeing the northern
lights, going reindeer and dog sledding, and feasting on salmon, reindeer, and other local
delicacies. To properly be able to see the northern lights, tourists seek out areas without
light pollution, such as the rural stretches of the E8. This, it turns out, has unexpected rami-
fications for road safety. In Borealis, the NPRA installed cameras to survey certain stretches
of road. To their surprise, the cameras showed tourists stopping their vehicles and laying
down in themiddle of the road to better take in the viewof the northern lights. This practice
could obviously lead to dangerous situations, should a loaded truck pass by at the wrong
moment. Whereas the engineers did not present any specific solution for addressing the
problem, the example still illustrates how technologies not only create new overflows, as in
the example of saline fishwater, butmay also expose existing, thoughpreviously unknown,
overflows.
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While the NPRA engineers sought to use technology in order to create a comprehensive
frame for the road, technologies may also expose existing overflows, as exemplified by the
novel practice of stargazing in themiddle of the road.While the practice leaves fewmaterial
traces, it became knowable (and known) through technological means. The implementa-
tion of new artifacts did not only allow for the inclusion of new elements in the engineers’
frame, it also gave the engineers new knowledge of the road, which introduced them to
a new overflow. Whereas engineers need to decide when and where to search for new
knowledge, this example shows how new knowledgemight also be the by-product of new
engineering practices.62 Through the engineers’ attempt to contain overflows, the camera
technology produced a new overflow by making a novel, chiefly immaterial socio-cultural
practice known and thus eligible for inclusion in a future expansion of the engineers’ frame.
Whereas this example does not deal with animals per se, it still demonstrates the challenge
of using technologies to establish control: these technologies produce newknowledge and
may thus also introduce new actors, human or non-human, that have to be dealt with in
order to retain control over the road.

The above examples show how the engineers invested significant resources in attempt-
ing to contain known overflows. Whether through repurposed parking sensors and smart
signs or I2V communications and GPS-tracked reindeer, the Borealis partners envisioned
a future in which technology would help contain an ever-increasing number of actors in
their framing of the road. Reindeer, for example, were thought of as just another variable.
By providing the road with the possibility of sensing them, they could also become man-
ageable. Still, the examples also show how attempts to contain certain overflows demand
further expansions of the current framing in order to contain new overflows. For example,
the attempt at engineering away risk by freezing fish resulted in saline fish water attract-
ing reindeer that subsequently have to be managed. The risk associated with transporting
fresh fish, on the other hand, necessitates another kind of engineering where time con-
straints are negated through the establishment of a predictable, controlled road. In both
these instances, new technological solutions are envisioned or added to contain any cur-
rently unmanageable elements. As the introduction of new elements also introduces new
links to the world outside the frame in question, the engineers’ frame extends far beyond
the fishing industry and reindeer herds, possibly even influencing motorists’ control over
their own car. Simultaneously, the expansion of the frame through technological artefacts
revealed new overflows. However, the new problems (for example, stargazers) might be
negligible compared to the ones that have been (prospectively) contained. This suggests
that rather than solving problems, frame expansions changewhat problems are present, for
better or worse.

5. Discussion: engineering nature, engineering culture

Through Borealis, the NPRA engineers sought to take stock of what ITS technologies
currently existed and how mature these technologies were. The engineers emphasized
that they were not invested in any particular technology.63 Rather, they sought to assess
whether the technologies they tested might help solve the transport challenges facing
the region. In terms of framing, the NPRA engineers held a position where both framing
and overflow was the norm: framing was the desirable norm, but overflows were statisti-
cally predominant.64 The epistemic culture of the NPRA engineers was characterized by a
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problem-solvingmentality: wherever therewas overflow, therewas an associated prospect
of concocting a technological artefact which might contain it.

Engineers ‘use knowledgeprimarily to design, produce, andoperate artefacts.’65 In Bore-
alis, the engineers and developers sought to create new or deploy extant technological
artefacts capable of containing known overflows.66 Some of the technologies were tailor-
made for Borealis, while others were simply adapted from previous uses, pointing to a
certain interpretative flexibility in terms of area of application.67 Whether tailor-made or
repurposed, the technologies in question were tested due to their potential for render-
ing the world surrounding the road knowable: in order to reliably contain overflows, the
technologies would have to be (sufficiently) adept at identifying their surroundings. As
such, the engineers used Borealis to explore how new artefacts might allow new elements,
among them animals, to be surveyed through an ITS and, by extension, to be included in
the engineers’ framing of the road.

The E8 road acts as a meeting place for animal species that do not ‘naturally’ intermin-
gle. The NPRA chose the E8 as a test site due to its socioeconomic importance, not least
for the fishing industry. The NPRA and the fishing industry shared similar concerns regard-
ing the efficiency and predictability of the road. The current lack of predictability led some
industry actors to freeze fish in order to reduce the economic risk posed by overflows such
as reindeer or weather-bound trucks. When frozen, the perishability of the goods—itself a
characteristic of the fish’s biological composition—is reduced, but its value as a commod-
ity can bemore easily controlled. However, even after being slaughtered and commodified,
the fish are still a source of overflow: trucks carrying frozen fish drip saline fish water onto
the motorway, water that attracts reindeer which then risk being hit by other vehicles. The
engineers saw the reindeer as a problem to bemanaged,whether through a Finnishmobile
app or a future I2V system encompassing tracking devices, LiDAR, smart signs, and com-
munications devices in cars. Through such a technological system, the reindeer could be
contained within the engineers’ framing, which would help them uphold the virtues of the
road: freedom of movement, efficiency of time and cost, and predictability. However, as
exemplified by the northern light tourists stargazing in the middle of the road, the imple-
mentation of new technologiesmay alsomake newoverflows visible, thus highlighting the
challenge of using technologies to establish control.

Terje Finstad has argued the importance of ‘investigating the ways in which animals are
integrated into society.’68 Adding to this, one should also ask why—for what reasons and
by what means are animals brought into which cultures? Consider the NPRA engineers’
work to help reindeer and salmon migrate from nature to culture: the same animals have
been an integral part of Sámi culture for centuries.69 In the case of Borealis, the engineers
seek to make fish and reindeer part of culture for particular purposes, whether it is the fish
being frozen tomitigate the risk of spoilt cargo due to unforeseen events (overflows) or the
prospect of integrating reindeer into an ITS to make the E8 more predictable.

To contain nature is to change culture. Whereas the NPRA engineers sought to contain
overflows originating from fish and reindeer, such containment would often rely upon the
reconfiguration of culture. Consider the reindeer alerts. The engineers envisioned differ-
ent concepts: voice alerts urging the driver to slow down, the GPS suggesting a different
route to avoid problem areas, and changing the inflection point of the gas pedal. All three
concepts rely upon changing driving practices, whether by having drivers comply with
technology (the two former) or actively counteract it (the latter). As such, the engineers
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presupposed that humans will accept to have their actions controlled or at least influ-
enced by technology. Hence, the prospect of including reindeer in the ITS also constructs
a frame where guided and unguided doings are entangled—through an ITS, the unguided
doings of reindeer are quite clearly transposed into guided doings by (ideally) influencing
the actions of motorists.70 The successful containment of reindeer in the engineers’ frame
depended entirely upon changing the overall culture surrounding the road.

The NPRA engineers are but the latest in a long line of actors seeking to facilitate
co-existence through controllability. Similar efforts have been exerted by city physicians
toward pests, local governments toward pigs, and nation-states toward salmon.71 In our
case, the engineers’ efforts to facilitate co-existence focused on the construction of an
expansive ITS consisting of technologies that were capable of knowing the world (to the
extent that the world needed to be reliably knowable in order to solve known problems).
This suggests that theNPRAengineers did notmerely solve problems: they concocted com-
prehensive systems that would make the world knowable in a certain manner, in order to
make it manageable or, ideally, solvable. Accordingly, one could argue that the engineers
in question only took nature into consideration insofar as it could bemade predictable, and
thus ignored views of nature which consider it to bemore than just something to be folded
into culture in service of predictability, controllability, and (perhaps inadvertently) profit.

John Law has argued that no unified reality exists. However, through the establishment
of standards and procedures for measuring and identifying certain aspects (or concepts) of
the world, one reality is given privilege. This reality is further institutionalized through the
use of technologies that survey the world in specific scientific terms.72 While this descrip-
tion appears to mirror the practices of our engineers, we argue that it is something quite
different to survey the world in engineering terms. Rather than attempting to establish the
strict unity and exclusivity often associated with and strived for in science, our engineers
appearedmoreopen tomultiplicity.73 The engineers constructed a frameof the roadwhere
their frame was at the top of a hierarchy, rather than being the only one: the engineers’
frame could co-exist with other nature-culture configurations, as long as the doings of (for
example) reindeer and drivers did not actively challenge it.

To our engineers, co-existence was a question of animals’ submitting to a technological
worldview. The engineers’ worldview emphasized controllability, although not the strict
controllability yearned for by science. There was room for uncertainty: as long as an over-
flowwas readily identifiable as such, it did notmatter if itwas ahorse, amoose, or a reindeer.
Our engineers were adept at coming up with concepts for containing overflows. However,
these concepts often entailed reconfiguring both nature and culture. Hence, the prospect
of successfully implementingor expanding theengineers’ framingof the roaddependedon
both humans and animals accepting to first and foremost become denizens of engineering
culture upon entering the road.74

An issue remains: if animals are expected to submit to the engineers’ technologies, do
the proposed concepts help facilitate a meaningful mode of co-existence? While the con-
cepts entailed a reconfiguring of the nature-culture relationship, possibly including human
agency over their vehicle, nature was generally given the short end of the stick: animals
were first and foremost expected to adapt to the needs of human society. Whereas the
implementation of new technologiesmight render the presence of animalsmore tolerable,
the accompanying reconfiguration of the nature-culture divide still promoted a mode of
co-existence which skewed toward culture rather than nature. While the engineers left
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room for other understandings of the nature-culture relationship, their worldview still
implies a future in which humans retain dominion over the animals. However, our study
still offers hope: if the relationship between nature and culture can be reengineered,
there exists a possibility of constructing nature-culture relationships which emphasize
co-existence over subjection.

6. Conclusions

In Euro-American thought there is a ‘foundational division of nature from culture.’75 How-
ever, we are all entangled in nature, even in what appear to be explicitly human endeav-
ors—for example, road development.76 In this article, we have explored howengineers had
to consider animals—bothdead and alive—when implementing, developing, and testing a
combination of physical and digital infrastructures in a so-called Intelligent Transport Sys-
tem. In their attempt to frame the road as a predictable, efficient, and safe environment,
the engineers in our study had to deal with overflows such as reindeer and fish. Rather than
treating these actors as external to the road itself, the engineers sought to make them part
of society. By concocting and implementing a variety of technological artefacts for survey-
ing and knowing the road and its surroundings, the engineers sought to retain control of
the road. These artefacts would give the engineers new ways of surveying and knowing
the road and its denizens, and possibly newmethods for controlling or managing the rela-
tionship betweenmotorists, technologies, infrastructure, and animals. However, it is worth
noting that these new ways of knowing did not require a fully accurate representation of
the road and the events surrounding it. Rather, the engineers exhibited a certain pragma-
tism, in which the containment of overflows trumped an accurate representation of reality:
whether the animal on the road is a horse or a reindeer did not matter, the identification
of some quadruped was sufficient. This suggests that the engineers’ overall priority was to
render nature manageable or controllable.

Whereas the engineers envisionedor sought to implement artefacts throughwhichnon-
human actors would become manageable, the inclusion of actors such as reindeer in the
ITS would also entail changing the relationship between motorists and reindeer. Digital
infrastructures capable of sensing reindeer and alerting vehicles of their presencewould be
of little use if motorists do not act accordingly. Hence, the engineers also sought to influ-
ence themotorists, either by having themadapt their driving practices or by rerouting their
vehicles upon being alerted to the presence of reindeer, or by changing the gas pedal’s
inflection point, thus forcing motorists to actively counteract the vehicle’s technology if
they do not want to take the alert into account. To use Goffman’s terms: as the presence of
reindeer is communicated through the ITS, the reindeer’s unguided doings would (ideally)
be turned into guided doings on the part of the motorist, with the ITS essentially transpos-
ing a natural frame into a social one. Hence, the engineers did not merely seek to contain
particular elements of nature in their frame of the road. Rather, they sought to constitute
a new relationship between nature and culture. Whereas the engineers’ frame left room
for cultures with a different conception of the nature-culture relationship (for example, the
Sámi), subjection to technology (that is, the engineers’ frame)was considered aprerequisite
for human and non-human co-existence on the road.

A final, very different examplemay remindus that engineers, likemost humans, regularly
must consider animals. Upon our visit to the Borealis site, the NPRA engineers recounted
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how it is crucial to seal the base of ITS control centers: if left unsealed, mice will intrude and
gnaw away at electrical insulation, causing short-circuits. Thismundane example, in combi-
nationwith the ones elaborated upon throughout this article, suggests that engineers deal
with animals more often than one would expect. The intersection between engineering
studies andanimal studies is currently under-exploredbut as this article shows, the twomay
be combined fruitfully. As engineers direct their problem-solving capabilities toward com-
binations of technologies (broadly defined) and animals, they often come up with novel
configurations of natural and social elements. Hence, inquiries into howengineers take ani-
mals into account are also inquiries into the (historical, actual, or future) reconfiguration of
nature and culture.77

Engineers seek to produce workable solutions with limited resources andwithin a given
timespan.78 As such, their profession is characterized by problem-centered frames, prag-
matic choices and a continually evolving knowledge base. This sets engineering apart from
the rigidity of science ‘proper.’ Still, engineering appears to prioritize sorting nature and
culture in ways that make the resulting world manageable. Considering engineering’s flex-
ibility toward other frames, however, a control-focused, technology-enabled frame might
not be the only frame in which guided and unguided doings can productively coexist.
To engineer nature, one also needs to engineer culture: within this observation lies the
prospect of constructing new ways of relating to the so-called natural world.
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